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Individuals suffering from vision loss of a peripheral origin may learn to understand
spoken language at a rate of up to about 22 syllables (syl) per seconds (s)—exceeding
by far the maximum performance level of untrained listeners (ca. 8 syl/s). Previous
findings indicate the central-visual system to contribute to the processing of accelerated
speech in blind subjects. As an extension, the present training study addresses the
issue whether acquisition of ultra-fast (18 syl/s) speech perception skills induces de novo
central-visual hemodynamic activation in late-blind participants. Furthermore, we asked
to what extent subjects with normal or residual vision can improve understanding of
accelerated verbal utterances by means of specific training measures. To these ends,
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) was performed while subjects were
listening to forward and reversed sentence utterances of moderately fast and ultra-fast
syllable rates (8 or 18 syl/s) prior to and after a training period of ca. 6 months. Four
of six participants showed—independently from residual visual functions—considerable
enhancement of ultra-fast speech perception (about 70% points correctly repeated words)
whereas behavioral performance did not change in the two remaining participants. Only
subjects with very low visual acuity displayed training-induced hemodynamic activation
of the central-visual system. By contrast, participants with moderately impaired or even
normal visual acuity showed, instead, increased right-hemispheric frontal or bilateral
anterior temporal lobe responses after training. All subjects with significant training effects
displayed a concomitant increase of hemodynamic activation of left-hemispheric SMA. In
spite of similar behavioral performance, trained “experts” appear to use distinct strategies
of ultra-fast speech processing depending on whether the occipital cortex is still deployed
for visual processing.
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INTRODUCTION
The acquisition of sensorimotor or perceptual skills is associated
with functional brain reorganization, and these processes may
emerge within a single or extend across several modality-specific
cortical regions. For example, training-induced neuroplasticity of
auditory association areas has been observed in normal-sighted
subjects who learned to understand time-compressed speech
(Adank and Devlin, 2010). By contrast, cross-modal mechanisms
appear to contribute to the processing of non-visual (tactile or
auditory) stimuli or language-related tasks in blind individuals.
Striate cortex, e.g., has been found to show significant hemody-
namic activation during Braille reading (e.g., Büchel et al., 1998;
Sadato et al., 1998; Gizewski et al., 2003; Sadato, 2005; Burton
et al., 2006), auditory motion detection (Poirier et al., 2006),
syntactic and semantic speech processing (Röder et al., 2002),
verb generation, production of mental images based upon ani-
mal names, and verbal episodic memory retrieval (Amedi et al.,
2003; Lambert et al., 2004; Raz et al., 2005). As a further example,
vision-impaired individuals may learn to understand accelerated
spoken language at a rate of up to about 22 syllables (syl) per

second (s)—exceeding by far the capacities of normal sighted lis-
teners whose upper limit is at ca. 8 syl/s (Moos and Trouvain,
2007). This exceptional skill allows for the processing of large
amounts of written materials using screen-reading text-to-speech
devices and may help, e.g., to better cope with the demands of
college or university education. As a first approach to the eluci-
dation of the cerebral mechanisms underlying these intriguing
perceptual/cognitive capacities, a previous fMRI study of our
group (Dietrich et al., 2013) delineated the hemodynamic activa-
tion pattern of late-blind and sighted individuals while listening
to sentence utterances of a moderately fast (8 syl/s) or ultra-
fast (16 syl/s) syllable rate. The proficiency of the blind subjects
extended from low to high comprehension capabilities (up to
>90%—in terms of the percentage of syllables in correctly repro-
duced words in a sentence repetition task) at 16 syl/s, whereas
the performance level of sighted subjects fell consistently below
20%. Besides the classical perisylvian “language zones” of the
left hemisphere [inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)/superior temporal
cortex] and the supplementary motor area (SMA), blind people
highly skilled in ultra-fast speech perception showed significant
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hemodynamic activation of right-hemispheric primary visual
cortex (V1), contralateral fusiform gyrus (FG), and bilateral pul-
vinar (Pv) (Dietrich et al., 2013). In a recent Hypothesis and
Theory paper (Hertrich et al., 2013b), an expanded model of
speech perception was introduced to describe how blind subjects
might use their visual system for ultra-fast speech perception.
Thereby, right visual cortex enhances time-critical speech pro-
cessing due to its cross-links to (i) the afferent auditory pathway
(e.g., via Pv) and (ii) to frontal action-related representations
(e.g., SMA, IFG). Experimental data have shown that the visual
system can impact auditory perception at basic computational
stages such as temporal signal resolution. For instance, magne-
toencephalographic measurements revealed an early field compo-
nent in right occipital cortex phase-locked to the syllable onsets of
accelerated speech (Hertrich et al., 2013a). In normal sighted peo-
ple, the “bottleneck” for understanding time-compressed speech
seems related to higher demands on the buffering of phonologi-
cal materials and is presumably linked to frontal brain structures.
Thus, occipito-frontal interaction via SMA might be an impor-
tant factor for overcoming this bottleneck.

Moos and Trouvain (2007) as well as our previous group
study (Dietrich et al., 2013) used as participants a group of
blind performers and normal sighted non-performers and, thus,
the factors blindness and performance were confounded. Thus,
the question whether vision might be a limitation for ultra-
fast speech comprehension is not yet answered. Training studies
can be expected to further elucidate the relationship between
neuroimaging data and behavioral performance during ultra-
fast speech perception. More specifically, we hypothesized—based
upon our preceding work—that, first, the acquisition of ultra-
fast speech comprehension skills translates into hemodynamic
activation of the visual system, indicating that enhanced spo-
ken language processing might be associated with the recruit-
ment of occipital cortex. Second, the strength of training-induced
responses of the visual system was expected to parallel the extent
of vision impairment. Third, activation of left IFG and SMA—
as components of inner speech representations—might reflect
speech understanding. In particular, left SMA is hypothesized to
play a role in coordinating prosodic features such as the timing of
syllable onsets with phonetic representations in IFG which is also
assumed to strongly interact with the mental lexicon. The data,
furthermore, will be interpreted in terms of different neuroplas-
ticity patterns as suggested by Kelly and Garavan (2005), i.e., the
distinction between reorganization and redistribution during the
acquisition of a new skill. Thereby, functional reorganization—
in terms of recruiting an additional area with training associated
with the shift in the cognitive processes underlying performance
(see also Guida et al., 2012)—is expected in blind subjects with
strongly reduced vision. By contrast, subjects with residual vision
after training may just increase activation within the already
existing classical language network.

As a first and still preliminary test of these suggestions, five
late-blind subjects varying in residual vision capacities and one
normal sighted individual—all of them never exposed to acceler-
ated spoken language before—were instructed to train ultra-fast
speech comprehension capacities over a period of ca. 6 months.
The participants underwent behavioral performance tests as well

as fMRI measurements prior to and after the training sessions
while listening to sentence utterances of a moderately fast (8 syl/s)
and ultra-fast (18 syl/s) speaking rate. As a control condition, the
same test materials were applied as time-reversed events to the
participants, representing unintelligible signals of a matched dis-
tribution of spectral energy. Given the relatively small sample size
of the training study, each of the six individuals (differing in their
residual vision) was evaluated based on whole-brain analyses as
a single case. Furthermore, the “activation spots” of our previous
group study (Dietrich et al., 2013) which displayed a significant
covariance between BOLD responses and ultra-fast speech per-
ception capabilities (right V1, ipsilateral Pv, left SMA, and left
IFG) were considered regions-of-interest (ROI) and analyzed in
more detail at the group level.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
PARTICIPANTS
Five blind subjects and a single normal-sighted individual (3
males; mean age = 34.3 years, SD = 11.99) participated in this
functional imaging experiment (Table 1). All of them were right-
handed (Edinburgh handedness inventory) native German speak-
ers without a history of neurological problems or hearing deficits
as determined by means of an audiogram. The study design
had been approved by the ethics committee of the University of
Tübingen. All blind participants received a set of written infor-
mation (MRI guidelines, data protection, and consent form) as
pdf-files by email. Prior to fMRI measurements, the experimenter
read, in addition, the materials aloud to each blind individual,
and the consent form was signed in the presence of a sighted wit-
ness. Since the blind participants were recruited from community
organizations, a detailed clinical data bank was not available to the
authors and, thus, information on etiology and follow-up of the
ophthalmological disorders had to be drawn from personal inter-
views and previous medical records. In all instances, a peripheral
origin of blindness could be established, but the participants rep-
resented a rather heterogeneous group with respect to residual
vision capabilities, i.e., peripheral visual field and visual acu-
ity (see Table 1). The evaluation of the hemodynamic response
patterns of each participant, therefore, had to take into account
his/her individual profile of visual functions. Three of the six par-
ticipants (see Table 1) showed no or low visual capabilities (nos.
147, 151, 150), residual or normal functions (nos. 144, 146, 142).

TRAINING PROCEDURE
After a baseline session (behavioral testing and fMRI mea-
surements), the participants were instructed to use the screen-
reader JAWS (male voice, synthesizer “Eloquence,” http://www.

freedomsci.de) for at least 1 h per day. They received digital news-
papers on a regular basis, but might also “read” other texts, e.g.,
e-books. Furthermore, the subjects were encouraged to speed up
more and more the syllable rate according to their actual training
level. When they themselves had the impression to understand
more than 80% of the texts at a level of 13 syl/s, they were invited
to a second series of fMRI measurements (i.e., first training tar-
get). A third functional imaging session was conducted as soon as
a syllable rate of 18 syl/s (final training target) could be mastered.
The time span between the recording sessions amounted to ca. 3
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Table 1 | Clinical and behavioral data of the vision-impaired and healthy subjects.

Subject Behavioral performance (%) Etiology

Pre-training Post-training Visual acuity (%) Peripheral

visual field

Cause of blindness

8 syl/s 13 syl/s 18 syl/s 8 syl/s 13 syl/s 18 syl/s Left Right

147 100 89 0 83 97 68 <2 <2 None Retinitis pigmentosa since
age of 7, severely deteriorated
after the age of 36 years

151 100 56 0 100 82 36 <2 <2 Intact Macular degeneration
(dystrophy of rods and cones)
since age of 29

150 100 62 0 100 97 70 2 10 Reduced Myopia (short-sightedness)
severely deteriorated after
the age of 45 years

144 100 69 8 100 93 79 20 5 Reduced Retinitis pigmentosa since
age of 13

146 100 80 14 100 92 14 50 50 Reduced Retinitis pigmentosa since
age of 3

142 100 56 0 100 96 67 Normal-sighted

months, but could ultimately be determined by the subjects them-
selves. The present study primarily compares the pre- (baseline)
and post-training (trained at 18 syl/s) measurements, whereas the
results of the intermediate session (trained at 13 syl/s), includ-
ing complex de-/activation patterns, are not in the focus of the
discussion.

STIMULI OF THE fMRI EXPERIMENT
Three sets (to be used at different sessions) of 90 different
text passages comprising one or two sentences each were col-
lected from newspapers. All these test items had a duration of
ca. 4 s after text-to-speech conversion (formant synthesizer “elo-
quence” implemented in the synthesizer JAWS), at the three
speaking rates considered (30 stimuli each at 8, 13, or 18 syl/s;
see Supplementary files 1, 2 for examples). Thus, the faster test
sentences encompassed more text than the slower ones. In a
calibration experiment prior to the training study, the relation-
ship between the internal speed parameters of the JAWS system
and the respective mean syllable rate was determined. In addi-
tion, all stimuli were converted into time-reversed speech signals,
serving as spectrally matched, but unintelligible control items
(Supplementary files 3, 4). Altogether, thus, each stimulus set
contained 30 (items) × 3 (rates) × 2 (forward/backward) = 180
stimuli that were presented in pseudo-randomized order within
one session.

BEHAVIORAL DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS
To obtain a quantitative behavioral measure of an individual’s
capability to understand time-compressed speech, each sub-
ject performed—outside the scanner and prior to the fMRI
measurements—a sentence repetition task, encompassing a set of
33 sentences of a length of 18 syllables each. These verbal utter-
ances were played to the participants at different speaking rates
amounting from 6 syl/s up to 22 syl/s, using a manual staircase
procedure in order to determine the actual syllable rate at which
repetition performance amounted to about 80% (total percent-
age of syllables across all correctly repeated words). The stimulus

materials were presented to the participants via a loudspeaker
(Fostex, 6301B) within a sound-attenuated room, subjects being
asked to repeat them “as good as possible,” even when they
failed to “grasp” all words (see Supplementary file 5 for an exam-
ple). The subjects’ repetitions were digitally recorded (M-audio
Microtrack 2496) and underwent subsequent quantitative eval-
uation of speech comprehension (percentage of correctly repro-
duced syllables (see above), ignoring minor errors such as plural
endings). Admittedly, this repetition task has a memory com-
ponent that might interfere with spoken language intelligibility.
However, in a previous study (Dietrich et al., 2013) we observed
a strong ceiling effect for moderately fast speech, indicating that
memory is not the limiting factor in the subjects’ performance.

fMRI—DATA ACQUISITION
Based upon an event-related design, the set of 180 stimuli of each
functional imaging session (30 items at three speaking rates plus
the respective backward signals) as well as 40 silent baseline events
(scanner noise only) were applied in a randomized order, sub-
divided into five runs of 44 stimuli each as binaural-symmetric
signals to the participants via headphones (Sennheiser HD 570;
modified by removal of the permanent magnet, see Baumgart
et al., 1998). Since these headphones show sufficient dampen-
ing of environmental noise, it was not necessary to provide
additional earplugs during the experiments. The inter-stimulus
interval amounted to 9.6 s (jitter ± 1.4 s, steps of 0.2 s). Since
the design did not allow for an explicit control of speech com-
prehension during the fMRI experiment, behavioral performance
was evaluated offline, and during scanning subjects were just
instructed to listen carefully to the applied auditory stimuli and
to try to understand them. Thus, the design did not allow for
an explicit control of speech comprehension during the fMRI
experiment. However, the brain structures sensitive to speech
intelligibility have been found to “light up” even under listening-
only conditions (Scott et al., 2000). And activation of language
processing areas such as IFG has been considered an indicator
of actual speech comprehension (Poldrack et al., 2001). Subjects
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were asked to close their eyes during scanning and to report to
the experimenters whether they could adequately hear the test
materials in the presence of scanner noise, otherwise the sound
amplitude of the stimuli was further adjusted.

The experiment was run on a 3 Tesla MRI system (Magnetom
TRIO; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany), using an echo-planar imag-
ing sequence (echo-time = 30 ms, 64 × 64 matrix with a res-
olution of 3 × 3 mm2, 27 axial slices across the whole brain
volume, TR = 1.6 s, slice thickness = 4 mm, flip angle = 90◦,
270 scans per run). The scanner generated a constant back-
ground noise throughout fMRI measurements, serving as the
baseline condition of the experimental design during the null
events. Anatomical images required for the localization of the
hemodynamic responses were obtained by means of a MDEFT
sequence (T1-weighted images, TR = 2.3 s, TE = 2.92 ms, flip
angle = 8◦, slice thickness = 1 mm, resolution = 1 × 1 mm2) of
a bi-commissural (AC-PC) orientation.

fMRI—DATA ANALYSES
Preprocessing of the data encompassed slice time and motion
correction, normalization to the Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI) template space, and smoothing by means of an 8 mm
full-width half-maximum Gaussian kernel (SPM5 software pack-
age; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). For the sake of statistical
analysis, the blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) responses
were modeled by means of a prototypical hemodynamic func-
tion within the context of a general linear model, event durations
being specified as 4 s epochs. Any low-frequency temporal drifts
were removed using a 128 s high-pass filter.

The evaluation of the functional imaging data encompassed
the following steps of signal analysis:

(1) In order to delineate the brain regions engaged in the process-
ing of moderately fast (=8 syl/s) and ultra-fast (=18 syl/s)
verbal utterances before and after the learning interval,
pre- and post-training runs were analyzed in a concate-
nated sequence (1st level SPM analysis). First, the SPM
T-contrast of hemodynamic activation vs. baseline (and
vice versa) was computed separately for each subject (the
SPM coordinates resulting from the contrasts are listed
in Supplementary files 6, 7). Second, direct comparisons
between post- and pre-training fMRI data during the ultra-
fast speech condition (not vs. baseline) as well as during the
baseline (=null-event) were additionally analyzed separately
for each subject (the SPM coordinates resulting from the con-
trasts are listed in Supplementary files 8, 9). Whole-brain
SPM T-contrasts were threshold at p < 0.005 uncorrected at
voxel level with an extent threshold k = 10 voxels.

(2) For the evaluation of the interaction of the experimental
conditions considered (vs. baseline), a whole-brain ANOVA
including the factors Mode (forward/backward speech),
Speech rate (8/18 syl/s), and Training (pre-/post-training) was
conducted within two single subjects—no. 147 with no resid-
ual vision and no. 142 normal sighted both with significant
training effects (whole-brain full factorial ANOVA, thresh-
old p < 0.005 uncorrected at voxel level, extent threshold

k = 10 voxels; the SPM coordinates resulting from the three-
way interaction Mode × Speech rate × Training are listed in
Supplementary file 10).

(3) Additionally, it was hypothesized that primary visual cortex
activation depends on low residual vision. Thus, a whole-
brain covariance analysis was performed with residual vision
as a rank covariate (SPM T-contrast “post- minus pre-
training” regarding the forward ultra-fast speech condition,
calculated across the six subjects; whole-brain one-sample T-
test, threshold p < 0.005 uncorrected at voxel level, extent
threshold k = 10 voxels).

(4) In order to obtain quantitative data for a comparison of
the six participants with each other, four activation clusters
(see Figure 4) hypothesized to be strongly related to ultra-
fast speech comprehension capabilities were selected from
our previous group study of late-blind subjects (Dietrich
et al., 2013): Right V1 activation was considered an index of
visual system recruitment (peak coordinates = 15, −102, 6;
cluster size = 368 voxels), ipsilateral Pv (18, −30, 6; 23 vox-
els) had emerged as an input region projecting toward right
V1 via the secondary visual pathway, left-hemispheric SMA
(−6, 9, 60; 112 voxels) may serve as a potential interface
between syllabic event timing and inner speech representa-
tions, and left-hemispheric IFG (−48, 18, 18; 162 voxels)
seems to be involved in the phonological encoding of inner
speech representations. Against the background of our model
of ultra-fast speech understanding derived from previous
work (Hertrich et al., 2013b), only blind, but not sighted
subjects were expected to recruit the central-visual system
whereas, by contrast, participants with residual or normal
vision should deactivate the visual-system during listening
to speech. As concerns SMA, already identified as a “bot-
tleneck” of time-compressed spoken language perception
(Vagharchakian et al., 2012), hemodynamic activation was
expected (i) to reflect gains in behavioral performance and
(ii) to increase with speech rate in high-performing subjects.
As a control, hemodynamic IFG activation during ultra-
fast speech perception is also hypothesized to increase with
training state, but will not show comparable effects that are
directly related to speech rate. Spearman’s rank correlation
analysis (coefficient ρ) was applied to test for the impact
of residual vision upon BOLD responses (rank 1–6, 1 =
no residual vision, 6 = normal sighted) as well as Pearson’s
correlation (coefficient r) to evaluate the relation between
individual behavioral performance and BOLD responses pre-
and post-training. Spearman’s rank correlation was chosen
because the relationship between residual vision and BOLD
responses of the visual system is not expected to be linear
(compared to a more linear relationship between behav-
ioral performance and IFG/SMA activation). Furthermore, T
statistic was used testing individual de- or activation patterns,
differences between forward and reversed speech conditions,
and differences between the slopes of regression lines corre-
sponding to pre- vs. post-training data. Since our hypotheses
make predictions regarding the direction of effects, one-sided
statistical tests were applied.
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RESULTS
BEHAVIORAL PERFORMANCE AFTER THE TRAINING
Prior to the training procedure, none of the subjects was able
to understand ultra-fast speech at a level of 18 syl/s. More
specifically, the percentage of correctly reproduced syllables fell
below 14% in all instances. At (the second) follow-up exami-
nation, four subjects (nos. 147, 150, 144, and 142) showed an
improved behavioral performance of up to ca. 70% points (mean
= 71%, SE = 2.74%). This subgroup included participants with
low or high residual or even normal vision. A single partici-
pant (no. 146) failed to show any learning effects, and another
one (no. 151) achieved only modest accomplishments amount-
ing to about 36% points (Table 1). Regarding moderately fast
(8 syl/s) and accelerated speech at 13 syl/s, after training all sub-
jects performed with >80% (8 syl/s: mean = 97%, SE = 6.94%;
13 syl/s: mean = 93%, SE = 5.71%) correctly reproduced sylla-
bles (Table 1).

WHOLE-BRAIN ANALYSES
Ultra-fast speech vs. baseline pre-training
Prior to the training period, hemodynamic responses to ultra-fast
verbal utterances emerged within primary auditory areas of either
hemisphere as well as adjacent structures of the superior/middle
temporal cortex in all subjects (SPM T-contrast “forward
ultra-fast speech vs. baseline,” p < 0.005 uncorrected with an
extent threshold k = 10 voxels; Figure 1; Supplementary file 6).
Additionally, some participants showed activation within left-
and right-hemispheric frontal, and parietal regions, the left cere-
bellum, and subcortical supratentorial areas such as the hip-
pocampus, thalamus, or pallidum (Supplementary file 6).

Ultra-fast speech vs. baseline post-training
After completion of the training, all subjects displayed significant
responses within primary auditory areas of either hemisphere as
well as adjacent structures of the superior/middle temporal cortex

FIGURE 1 | Whole-brain analyses from six single subjects differing in

residual vision, based upon the SPM T -contrasts for forward ultra-fast

speech vs. baseline pre- and post-training (red = condition vs. baseline,

green = baseline vs. condition), the direct contrast post- vs. pre-training

with respect to the ultra-fast condition as well as the training-induced

baseline shift in the null-event (red = post- vs. pre-training, green = pre-

vs. post-training). Threshold at p < 0.005 uncorrected with an extent
threshold k = 10 voxels (for peak coordinates see Supplementary files 6–9).
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(Figure 1; Supplementary file 6). Regarding well-trained partic-
ipants (nos. 147, 150, 144, and 142), visual inspection of the
activation clusters within the temporal lobe showed less exten-
sion toward the anterior part of the superior temporal gyrus
(STG) and sulcus (STS) in subjects with no or low residual
vision (nos. 147, 150) as compared to the others (nos. 144,
142). Particularly, the normal-sighted subject (no. 142) displayed
strong anterior temporal lobe activation (Figure 1). Furthermore,
participants with low residual vision (nos. 147, 151, 150) acti-
vated the occipital lobe, e.g., primary and secondary visual areas
(BA 17/18) (Figures 1, 2; Supplementary file 6). The FG was
found to “light up” in the subject with no residual vision (no.
147), whereas in other participants (nos. 151, 144, 142) BOLD
signal changes were restricted to the inferior temporal gyrus
(Supplementary file 6). All subjects showed activation within the
left-hemispheric inferior frontal gyrus (IFG). Under the applied
threshold, left IFG activation occurred sometimes as a secondary
peak linked to the temporal cluster (Supplementary file 6). All
well-trained subjects displayed hemodynamic responses of left
SMA (Figure 1; Supplementary file 6), however, in subject no.
147 SMA activation fell below the applied threshold (x, y, z = −3,
6, 69, T = 2.24). One subject with high residual vision (no.
144) showed, obviously, BOLD responses within the left- and
right-hemispheric frontal cortex, i.e., precentral gyrus (PrCG),
middle frontal gyrus (MFG), orbital gyrus (OrbG), and IFG
(Figure 1; Supplementary file 6). Some participants presented
with additional activation clusters within the parietal lobe and
subcortical areas such as thalamus and caudate nucleus. In all sub-
jects, left and/or right cerebellar activation was noted (Figure 1;
Supplementary file 6).

Regarding the SPM T-contrast vice versa (baseline vs. ultra-
fast speech condition), a widespread pattern concerning the
parietal, occipital, and frontal lobe occurred, primarily in sub-
jects with normal or residual vision (nos. 144, 146, 142)
and predominantly after the training period (Figures 1, 2;
Supplementary file 7; for occipital clusters).

Post- minus pre-training regarding the ultra-fast speech condition
Regarding the training effect on hemodynamic activation dur-
ing ultra-fast speech perception, the six subjects showed different
individual response patterns:

Direct comparison of hemodynamic activation after and
before the learning procedure (SPM T-contrast post- vs. pre-
training; Figure 1; Supplementary file 8) revealed only in the
sole subject (no. 147) with no residual vision and a high train-
ing effect significant BOLD signal changes at the level of the
occipital lobe, i.e., right primary and bilateral secondary visual
cortex (BA 17/18), and the cerebellum. Additionally, this partic-
ipant displayed significant hemodynamic responses within the
bilateral temporal lobe (STG, middle temporal gyrus = MTG,
inferior temporal gyrus = ITG, temporal pole = Tp), and to
a lesser extent within the frontal (bilateral PrCG, left IFG) and
left parietal lobe (postcentral gyrus = PoCG, supramarginal
gyrus = SmG). By contrast, subject no. 151, also afflicted with
significantly reduced visual acuity, who, nevertheless, had only
moderate training success (36% points), did not show enhanced
occipital and cerebellar activation after training. An increase of
BOLD responses in this subject occurred predominantly within
parietal (left PoCG, bilateral angular gyrus = AG, bilateral
inferior parietal lobule = IPL), frontal (left PrCG, left IFG,

FIGURE 2 | Special location of the right-hemispheric visual cluster

(fixation cross) overlaid on lateral and medial brain structures

in each subject (T1 MNI template) based upon the SPM

T -contrast for forward ultra-fast speech vs. baseline

post-training (red = condition vs. baseline, green = baseline

vs. condition). Threshold at p < 0.005 uncorrected at voxel level
with an extent threshold k = 10 (for peak coordinates see
Supplementary files 6, 7).
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bilateral MFG), and left temporal (STG, Tp) regions. Subject no.
144—with residual vision—displayed increased hemodynamic
responses (from pre- to post-training runs) during the forward
ultra-fast condition primarily within right frontal areas (right
PrcG, bilateral IFG, bilateral MFG, bilateral SMA, right SFG)
and left temporal regions (MTG, STG, Tp). The normal sighted
individual (no. 142) showed a positive training effect within
bilateral MTG, left PrCG and SMA, bilateral IFG, and left pari-
etal lobe (SmG, IPL). Two further subjects (nos. 150, 146) did
not display any significant response differences between pre-
and post-training measurements. Most of the subjects (except
for subject no. 147) showed a training-induced decrease in
activation of temporal regions (MTG, STG; see Figure 1 and
Supplementary file 8).

Post- minus pre-training regarding the null-event (baseline)
Considering pre- and post-training runs in a concatenated
sequence, the subject with no residual vision and a significant
training effect (no. 147) showed also a baseline shift (regarding
the null-event) in hemodynamic activity between post- and pre-
training runs (SPM T-contrast, Figure 1; Supplementary file 9
“post- vs. pre-training regarding the null-event (=baseline)”).
Thereby, increased activation affected similar regions as described
for the forward ultra-fast speech condition (see above paragraph:

Post- minus pre-training regarding the ultra-fast speech condi-
tion): bilateral occipital cortex and cerebellum, distinct clusters
within the bilateral temporal and frontal lobe. In the remaining
subjects (nos. 151, 150, 144, 146, 142) an increase of base-
line activation was found only within some small clusters: right
STG/MTG, PrCG, SmG, IFG, and subcortical regions.

Decreased baseline activity after training was observed in sub-
ject no. 151 (weak training effect, low residual vision) within
some regions of the occipital lobe whereas the remaining subjects
showed such a decrease only in small frontal clusters (Figure 1;
Supplementary file 9).

Interaction of the experimental conditions (ANOVA)
In order to delineate the network used (i) by a participant with no
residual vision as well as (ii) a normal-sighted person during pro-
cessing of ultra-fast speech (18 syl/s) after the training period, the
three-way interaction Mode × Speech rate × Training was com-
puted and found to achieve significance in both cases (Figure 3A;
Supplementary file 10).

In subject no. 147 (no residual vision), bilateral occipital acti-
vation clusters emerged, i.e., left secondary visual areas (BA18)
and a right primary visual area (BA17). Further, left temporal
(MTG), bilateral fronto-parietal (PrCG, PoCG, paracentral lobule
= Pcl), and right frontal (superior frontal gyrus = SFG, OrbG)

FIGURE 3 | (A) Three-Way interaction of an ANOVA (conditions vs. baseline),
including the factors Mode (forward/backward speech), Speech rate
(8/18 syl/s), and Training (pre-/post-training) exemplified for two single
subjects—the one with no residual vision and the normal sighted, both with
comparable training success [p < 0.005 uncorrected, k = 10 voxels]. Variance
was calculated across five runs per subject and training stage. (B)

Hemodynamic effects within one selected cluster from the ANOVA regarding
each session (pre-, post-training as well as the intermediate measurement): (i)
the right primary visual area (V1) of the blind individual and (ii) the right temporal
pole (Tp) of the sighted subject. Values of percent signal change are shown

separately for the moderately fast (8 syl/s) and ultra-fast (18 syl/s) condition vs.
baseline (left plot) as well as separately for the conditions and the null-event vs.
the implicit baseline each (right plot). In the blind subject, right V1 activation
during the ultra-fast speech condition increased after the training, whereas the
reversed condition showed a decrease (note that also the null-event increased).
Since no V1 activation or deactivation was found at pre-training measurements,
functional reorganization is suggested. By contrast, since the Tp activation of
the sighted person already existed in the pre-training stage during moderately
fast speech processing and increased post-training during ultra-fast speech
perception, redistribution is assumed to be the neuro-plastic mechanism.
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areas were found to be activated. Considering post-hoc hemody-
namic effects (values of percentage signal change) of the forward
and reversed moderately fast (8 syl/s) and ultra-fast (18 syl/s) con-
ditions (vs. baseline) within the right-hemispheric primary visual
area, BOLD response increased after the training (compared
with pre-training) during the forward ultra-fast—but not mod-
erately fast—condition, whereas both reversed speech conditions
remained at the level of zero or showed deactivation (Figure 3B,
left plot).

In the sighted participant (no. 142), bilateral temporal (MTG,
Tp), bilateral cerebellar (Cb), left frontal (SMA, IFG, PrCG),
and parietal regions (left SmG, right Pcl) showed a signifi-
cant three-way interaction. Post-hoc analysis found increased
right temporal pole activation after training during the for-
ward ultra-fast speech condition, but revealed this area also
to be activated before training during the moderately fast
speech condition. Additionally, this region showed selectivity
to forward (compared with reversed) speech (Figure 3B,
left plot).

Regarding the training-induced baseline shift (null-event;
Figure 3B, right plot), hemodynamic activity during the null-
event was stronger after the training period in the blind individual
whereas the normal-sighted participant showed an opposite ten-
dency. The baseline shift in the blind subject was even stronger
during the intermediate measurement at a training stage of
13 syl/s (not included in the ANOVA).

REGIONS-OF-INTEREST (ROI) ANALYSES
Right-hemispheric visual cortex
Concerning right V1 (Figure 4A), the tests of percent sig-
nal changes addressed the difference of the values from zero
and the differences between conditions. Only subject no. 147
(no residual vision) showed significantly positive values under
the forward ultra-fast speech condition following the training
sessions (T = 2.870, p < 0.05) and, additionally, higher val-
ues under the forward as compared to the reversed ultra-fast
speech condition post-training (T = 2.479, p < 0.05). Subject
no. 151 (low residual vision) achieved positive values under

FIGURE 4 | Regions-of-interest (ROI) analyses, (A) right primary visual

area (V1) and (B) right pulvinar (Pv), (C) left supplementary motor area

(SMA) as well as the (D) left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)—all clusters derived

from Dietrich et al. (2013), overlaid on an anatomical T1 template. Upper
plot (red): Behavioral performance of understanding ultra-fast speech (18 syl/s)

pre- and post-training. Participants are arranged according to their visual acuity.
Lower plots (blue): Percent signal change during forward (left) and reversed
(middle) ultra-fast speech (18 syl/s) as well as forward moderately fast (8 syl/s)
speech (right) pre- and post-training (vs. baseline). Significant differences from
zero (one sample T -tests): ∗p < 0.05, ∗∗p < 0.01, ∗∗∗p < 0.001, ∼ p < 0.1.
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the reversed ultra-fast condition post-training (T = 2.248, p <

0.05), whereby forward ultra-fast speech not did yield any sig-
nificant differences as compared to reversed utterances. Subject
no. 150 (low residual vision) displayed neither significant posi-
tive/negative values nor significant differences between forward
and reversed speech under the ultra-fast speech condition after
the training sessions. Subjects nos. 144 (T = −3.123, p < 0.05),
146 (T = −1.637, p = 0.09), and 142 (T = −0.598, p = 0.291)
showed negative values or did not differ from zero during the
forward ultra-fast speech condition post-training. Furthermore,
these latter subjects did not show any differences between for-
ward and reversed ultra-fast speech post-training. In addition,
significantly positive values under the moderately fast speech con-
dition pre-training (T = 3.735, p <.05) and selectivity to forward
compared with reversed speech (T = 1.944, p < 0.05) could be
observed exclusively in subject no. 144.

Furthermore, a significant negative correlation between resid-
ual vision and the percent signal change during the forward
ultra-fast speech condition (vs. baseline) could be detected
before (ρ = −0.77, p < 0.05) and after the training sessions
(ρ = −0.83, p < 0.05), with a tendency toward a steeper regres-
sion line at the post-training examination (T = −1.569, p < 0.1)
(Figure 5A). By contrast, no significant correlations emerged dur-
ing application of moderately fast speech or during the reversed
ultra-fast speech condition—neither at pre- nor post-training
measurements.

All three subjects with no/low residual vision (rank 1, 2, 3)
showed positive values of percent signal change compared to
subjects with residual vision (rank 4, 5, 6) with respect to the
post- and pre-training stages (Figure 5A). Therefore, a whole-
brain covariance analysis was performed with the residual vision
as non-linear covariate (rank 1, 2, 3, 4, 4, 4), based on the
hypothesis that training-induced enhancement of primary visual
activation occurs only in subjects with no or low residual vision.
Indeed, the training effect for forward ultra-fast speech (SPM T-
contrast post- vs. pre-training) was associated with hemodynamic
responses of right V1 (Figure 5B) at a similar location as the acti-
vation cluster observed in our previous group study (Dietrich
et al., 2013; Figure 5C).

Right-hemispheric pulvinar
As concerns right Pv, neither pre- nor post-training fMRI eval-
uation yielded any percent signal change values which signifi-
cantly differed from zero (Figure 4B). Furthermore, no signifi-
cant differences emerged between forward and reversed ultra-fast
speech conditions post-training (Figure 4B). However, across the
entire group of participants, a significant negative correlation
between residual vision and percent signal change during for-
ward ultra-fast speech was found at post-training measurements
(ρ = −0.77, p < 0.05) in right Pv. Prior to the learning proce-
dure, the correlation also showed a negative trend (ρ = −0.71,
p = 0.055).

Left-hemispheric SMA and IFG
As concerns left-hemispheric SMA, all subjects with training
effects (= all except no. 146) showed a positive change in per-
cent signal change across follow-up under the forward ultra-fast

FIGURE 5 | (A) Correlations between BOLD responses during the forward
ultra-fast (18 syl/s) speech condition (vs. baseline) and the participants,
arranged according to their residual vision (given as ranks 1–6: 1 = no
residual vision and 6 = normally sighted within the right-hemispheric
primary visual activation cluster, drawn from Dietrich et al. (2013) (see panel
C). Values of percent signal changes refer to the pre- (blue) and post-training
(red) measurements of each subject. (B) Whole-brain covariance analysis
(SPM T -contrast “post- minus pre-training,” forward ultra-fast speech
condition) with residual vision as a non-linear covariate (rank 1, 2, 3, 4, 4,
4)—hypothesizing that primary visual activation will only change in subjects
with no or very low residual vision. The location of this effect in visual cortex
was similar to the activation cluster observed in Dietrich et al. (2013) (C).

speech condition (Figure 4C, left plot). By contrast, negative
changes from the pre- to the post-training values of this measure
could be observed at the level of SMA under the forward moder-
ately fast condition across most subjects (descriptive; Figure 4C,
right plot). Considering left IFG, significant positive values of per-
cent signal change were found during the forward moderately
fast speech condition across most subjects pre- as well as post-
training (Figure 4D). By contrast, only two subjects (nos. 151,
142) showed significant positive values of percent signal change
during the forward ultra-fast speech condition post-training,
whereas during the backward ultra-fast speech condition neg-
ative values could be observed within one subject (no. 144)
(Figure 4D).

Before training, a significant positive correlation between
BOLD responses and behavioral performance (Figure 6A) was
found across all three speech rates (8, 13, 18 syl/s) of the for-
ward speech conditions and across all subjects within left SMA
(r = 0.58, p < 0.05) as well as IFG (r = 0.72, p < 0.001). After
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FIGURE 6 | (A) Correlation between BOLD responses during forward speech
pre-training and individual behavioral performance within left SMA and inferior
frontal gyrus (IFG) across all three speech rates (8, 13, 18 syl/s) and across all
subjects. (B) BOLD responses during forward speech post-training for each

speech rate (8, 13, 18 syl/s) within left SMA and IFG. Only subjects with a
performance level of more than ca. 70% at speech rate (8 syl/s: n = 6; 13 syl/s:
n = 6; 18 syl/s: n = 4) are included. Significant differences (paired T -test)
emerged between moderately fast and ultra-fast speech within left SMA.

training, most subjects (except of nos. 151 and 146 with respect
to the ultra-fast speech condition) performed all speech rates (8,
13, 18 syl/s) up to a level of at least ca. 70% correctly repro-
duced syllables. However, post-training BOLD responses of these
subjects with at least ca. 70% performance during the ultra-
fast speech condition (vs. baseline, n = 4) were significantly
higher than during moderately fast speech (n = 6) within SMA
(T = −4.009, p < 0.05), but not within IFG (T = 1.639, p =
0.162) (Figure 6B). Expectedly, against the background that four
of the six subjects reached comparable training effects, their resid-
ual vision did not significantly correlate with BOLD responses in
left SMA or IFG neither pre- nor post-training (p > 0.1 for all
tests).

DISCUSSION
BEHAVIORAL TRAINING EFFECTS
Four of the six participants showed—independently of their
residual visual functions—a significant improvement of ultra-
fast (18 syl/s) speech comprehension, in terms of a performance
level of ca. 70% points after daily training sessions. And the three
vision-impaired subjects of this subgroup reported to benefit
during daily life from their ability to use screen-reading text-to-
speech devices. By contrast, poor (36% points) or no training
effects could be observed in the two remaining individuals. So
far, none of the participants achieved the pre-specified target of
more than 80 % correctly repeated words at a speech rate of
18 syl/s. Since the participants underwent fMRI measurements

as soon as they themselves had the impression to meet this cri-
terion, they lacked an external control over actual performance.
The sighted control subject of the present study reported that she
had “reached her limits” and that she feels additional training
would not yield further improvements of ultra-fast speech per-
ception. By contrast, a further extension of the training period
(so far ca. 6 months) might have been beneficial in case of vision
loss, since higher performance levels have been documented in
other blind individuals (Moos and Trouvain, 2007). Most note-
worthy, residual vision in terms of visual acuity in the four sub-
jects with a significant—and similar—increase of post-training
behavioral performance ranged from none to 100%. Thus, this
clinical parameter, obviously, did not constrain the acquisition of
ultra-fast speech perception capabilities. It cannot be excluded,
however, whether and in how far subjects with low residual vision
might be able to further enhance ultra-fast speech comprehension
in case of more expanded training procedures.

POST-TRAINING BRAIN NETWORKS OF ULTRA-FAST SPEECH
COMPREHENSION (WHOLE-BRAIN ANALYSES)
Common activation “nodes” across subjects
Clinical and functional imaging data indicate a contribution of
left IFG to speech perception—at least in case more demand-
ing segmentation processes and/or working memory operations
are involved (Burton et al., 2000). Furthermore, hemodynamic
activation of language processing areas such as IFG has been
assumed to represent an index of actual speech comprehension
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(Poldrack et al., 2001). The present study revealed post-training
left-hemispheric IFG responses across all subjects, indicating
intelligibility of ultra-fast spoken language even if the train-
ing effect was low (subject no. 146 showed no training effects,
nevertheless, performance level at baseline had amounted to
14%). Furthermore, left-hemispheric PrCG and the cerebellum
displayed significant BOLD signal changes during forward ultra-
fast speech post-training. These observations are in line with
clinical and functional imaging data pointing at a contribution
of those structures—under specific circumstances—to auditory
speech perception. For example, the cerebellum has been found
engaged in the encoding of specific temporal-linguistic informa-
tion during word identification tasks (Mathiak et al., 2002).

Descriptive analyses of individual response patterns
Four participants showed a significant—and similar—increase
of post-training behavioral performance (ca. 70% points), inde-
pendent of residual vision capabilities (<2, 10, 20, 100% visual
acuity). Most noteworthy, different individual hemodynamic
response patterns could be observed in these cases, indicating
processing strategies of ultra-fast speech understanding to vary
across these subjects.

Training of ultra-fast speech comprehension was found to
induce hemodynamic activation at the level of the occipital lobe
in three subjects with no or low residual vision. The strongest
effects (also significant in the post- minus pre-training com-
parison) emerged in subject no. 147, a participant lacking any
residual visual functions, and such responses to accelerated
spoken language could not be observed at the baseline exami-
nation. These findings provide tentative support for a relation-
ship between ultra-fast speech perception and right-hemispheric
V1 activation—in case the central-visual system is deprived of
modality-specific afferent input. Based on our previous studies,
it has been suggested that collaboration of right auditory cortex
and ipsilateral primary visual area allows for the implementation
of a signal-driven timing mechanism related to syllabic modu-
lation of the speech signal (Dietrich et al., 2013; Hertrich et al.,
2013a,b). More specifically, subjects able to recruit the visual cor-
tex during spoken language comprehension appear to install an
additional information channel conveying temporal cues on syl-
lable structure to the frontal lobe which then help to trigger
phonological encoding processes and, as a consequence, to sup-
port verbal working memory operations (Hertrich et al., 2013b).
Since the visual system seems to compensate for the temporal
limitations of the auditory system under these conditions, this
strategy might allow for a further increase in ultra-fast speech
comprehension capabilities beyond the level that was achieved in
the present training study.

Besides increased V1 activation during the ultra-fast speech
condition, subject 147 also showed significant changes in the null-
event if the runs across the pre- and post-training sessions were
concatenated for analysis. Interestingly, this increase was strongest
in the session at an intermediate training level when the ultra-fast
condition did not yet activate right V1 (vs. baseline). This “base-
line shift” might result from actual activity during the null event.
However, it could also reflect a discrepancy between the explicit
(null-event) and the implicit baseline, which might indicate that

the BOLD response in V1 is not strictly aligned with the stim-
uli across training stages. This inconsistency might be bound
to the emergence of reorganization processes—rather than just
redistribution of brain activity as reported by Kelly and Garavan
(2005)–since occipital cortex was not active prior to the pre-
training session and since a new area has been recruited during
the learning procedure.

Interestingly, subject no. 151 (with low visual acuity similar
to subject no. 147) showed a strong reduction of the null-event
activity within the occipital lobe at the post- as compared to
the pre-training session, but no increase of activation during the
ultra-fast speech condition. The low training effect of this subject
seems to be in line with the absence of significant V1 activa-
tion during the ultra-fast condition. However, the strong changes
of the null-event activity might indicate that also in this subject
training-induced reorganization is possible.

By contrast, subject no. 150 (10% visual acuity) did not show
any training-induced changes in occipital cortex activity and,
thus, visual system recruitment for the sake of ultra-fast speech
perception seems to be impossible.

It should be noted that the post-training hemodynamic
response pattern of subject no. 147, displaying the strongest
response of right visual cortex, encroaches, in addition, upon
left-hemispheric primary (BA17) and bilateral secondary (SOG,
MOG) visual areas. As an explanation, the recruitment of occipi-
tal areas at either side of the brain might reflect central-visual sup-
port of several linguistic functions during ultra-fast speech com-
prehension, e.g., both segmental (left hemisphere) and supraseg-
mental/prosodic (right hemisphere) processing. Against the back-
ground of previous findings (Dietrich et al., 2013; Hertrich
et al., 2013b), strong right-hemispheric lateralization of the
primary visual area seems to be associated with a prosodic
function, i.e., triggering syllable onsets within a metric pat-
tern. Thus, a somehow unfocused reorganization pattern might
be further stabilized after getting more experienced with ultra-
fast speech materials. Continuation of the training procedure at
high rates could result, conceivably, in a less distributed occip-
ital activation pattern centered around the right primary visual
area.

In line with our preceding single-case and group studies on
ultra-fast speech perception (Hertrich et al., 2009; Dietrich et al.,
2013), post-training fMRI revealed hemodynamic activation of
left FG in response to ultra-fast speech materials in subject
no. 147, characterized by the strongest engagement of right-
hemisphere visual cortex. FG is embedded into the so-called ven-
tral route of the central-visual system which, especially, supports
object recognition (e.g., Haxby et al., 1991), but may contribute to
phonological operations as well (e.g., Cone et al., 2008). Thus, left
FG as a secondary phonological area might expand the phonolog-
ical network and help to cope with the higher processing demands
during ultra-fast speech perception.

Presumably, right-hemispheric frontal lobe activation, includ-
ing PrCG, MFG, OrbG, and IFG as observed in subject no.
144, might reflect a network associated with phonological word
stress processing during ultra-fast speech comprehension. In
previous studies, neural correlates of word stress as compared
to vowel quality encoding (Klein et al., 2011) or auditory
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processing of bi-syllabic pseudo-words (Tervaniemi et al., 2009)
were found within a widespread fronto-temporal activation pat-
tern including, among others, right-hemispheric activation clus-
ters resembling the response pattern of subject no. 144. Against
this background, it may be assumed that a prosodic/metric
pattern was generated, predicting continuous word stress or
metrical stress sequences during listening to ultra-fast speech.
Such a focus on stressed syllables—ignoring more or less the
unstressed ones—might help to overcome the backward masking
effects of high speaking rates. However, this strategy of ultra-
fast speech comprehension, conceivably, poses higher demands
on the auditory system with regard to the processing of word
stress information, interpolation of unstressed syllables, and
the mapping of these patterns onto articulatory motor plans.
This assumption is in line with reports of increased activation
of the auditory association cortices and left ventral premotor
cortex after training to understand time-compressed speech in
sighted individuals (Adank and Devlin, 2010). Although such
a compensation strategy based upon prosodic/metric redun-
dancies of verbal utterances might facilitate ultra-fast speech
comprehension to a certain extent, it may not be able to really
enhance the temporal resolution at the level of the syllable and,
therefore, might require increased top-down effort of language
processing.

Distinct hemodynamic activation of the temporal pole at
either side was found after training of ultra-fast speech compre-
hension in the sighted subject no. 142. Combinatorial processes at
sentence-level (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007) and the evaluation of
affective semantics (Ethofer et al., 2006) have been associated with
hemodynamic responses of the anterior temporal lobe, indicat-
ing holistic rather than compositional (i.e., hierarchical analysis of
segments, syllables, and morphemes, and phrases) semantic pro-
cessing under these conditions. Such top-down mechanisms—
based upon contextual/semantic pre-information—may facilitate
sound-to-semantic mapping processes even in case of incomplete
phonological decoding. Although the use of this strategy should
overcome to a certain extent the backward masking effects of
ultra-fast speech signals, we may speculate that subjects applying
this strategy will have difficulty understanding the logical struc-
ture of more complex sentences. Moreover, the present (sighted)
subject who might have used this strategy did not recruit any new
area as in the case of the blind participant. Instead, activity exist-
ing pre-training during the moderately fast speech condition was
found increased post-training during the ultra-fast speech con-
dition. Thus, redistribution of activity as defined in Kelly and
Garavan (2005) is assumed to be the underlying mechanism for
plasticity.

Summarizing these descriptive analyses of distinct individ-
ual activation patterns, subjects appear to use different strate-
gies during ultra-fast speech perception depending, among other
things, on residual visual functions. In case of very low resid-
ual vision, the visual system seems to be recruited as a means
to enhance actual temporal resolution of the acoustic signal via
implementation of an extra-channel conveying information on
syllabic structure to verbal working memory buffers. This new
strategy concomitant with the recruitment of an additional area
can be considered a variant of functional reorganization. If the

visual system is not at a subject’s disposal for spoken language
comprehension, listeners may rely on already available semantic
top-down strategies facilitating lexical access, based upon, e.g.,
redundant aspects of verbal materials. Under these conditions, a
stronger engagement of (some components of) the classical lan-
guage network might help to speed up the encoding processes,
providing an example of neuroplasticity due to redistribution of
brain activity.

THE IMPACT OF RESIDUAL VISION AND BEHAVIORAL PERFORMANCE
ON THE RESPONSES OF THE VISUAL SYSTEM (ROI ANALYSES)
During forward ultra-fast speech perception, residual vision was
found to have a significant impact on the activation of the right-
hemispheric primary visual cortex (V1) and ipsilateral pulvinar
(Pv), a subcortical structure projecting to the occipital lobes.
More specifically, a negative correlation emerged in terms of
decreased hemodynamic activation concomitant with increased
residual vision. The respective regression line showed a trend
toward a steeper decline at the post-training measurements, indi-
cating a differential impact of residual vision on the training
effects. Thus, residual visual capacities appear to constrain the
resources of audiovisual reorganization during ultra-fast speech
perception. The critical threshold seems to be centered around
acuity values of 10 to 20%, whereas a more efficient use of the
visual cortex such as in subject no. 147 even may require residual
vision to fall below a level of only 2%.

A previous study investigating cross-modal reorganization in a
vision-impaired subject who had suffered from severe visual acu-
ity reduction with no evidence of visual field loss, reported popu-
lations of visual neurons not critical for a subject’s remaining low
vision to be recruited for tactile information processing (Cheung
et al., 2009). The observation of such a retinotopy-related func-
tional segregation of neurons bound to residual vision, on the one
hand, and cross-modal processing, on the other, might explain
why audiovisual plasticity did not occur in the subjects of our
group with normal or high residual vision. Furthermore, visual
acuity rather than the peripheral visual field seems to be the cru-
cial prerequisite of a recruitment of the visual system (Cheung
et al., 2009). The present data confirm this suggestion since, e.g.,
subject no. 151 with no visual acuity, but intact peripheral visual
fields showed increased hemodynamic activation of the visual sys-
tem at post-training measurements although the subject showed a
moderate training effect only. By contrast, participant no. 144 suf-
fering from a strongly reduced visual field did not activate right
visual cortex after the training sessions during the forward ultra-
fast speech condition, presumably, because visual acuity was not
markedly reduced. Consequently, the foveal representation within
the visual system seems to be the target of cross-modal reor-
ganization processes during the acquisition of ultra-fast speech
comprehension. In line with this hypothesis, training of ultra-fast
speech comprehension induced strong visual cortex activation in
a subject with no residual vision (no. 147). In spite of good train-
ing effects, only low hemodynamic responses within the visual
system could be observed in the subject suffering from residual
10% visual acuity (no. 150).

Interestingly, forward moderately fast speech did not induce
any distinct hemodynamic activation of visual cortex after
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training. It can be assumed, thus, that the speech task has to
be sufficiently challenging in order to induce significant acti-
vation in the visual system. In fact, passive listening to sounds
does not give rise to occipital activation in blind subjects (Arno
et al., 2001). Accordingly, visual areas in the blind were not
activated by the mere presence of sound, but were involved
in attentive perception of changes in the auditory environment
(Kujala et al., 2005). Attention is suggested to play an impor-
tant role during ultra-fast speech comprehension as well—in
terms of the detection of almost entirely masked syllable onsets
(Dietrich et al., 2013; Hertrich et al., 2013b). However, sig-
nificant visual cortex activation was also found at pre-training
examination during the moderately fast speech condition selec-
tively to forward (compared to reversed) speech in a subject
with high residual vision (no. 144). As an explanation, hemody-
namic responses of visual cortex during speech perception might
reflect actual visual imagery. The subjects’ high familiarity with
speech signals in association with speaking faces during language
acquisition might facilitate such effects also in late-blind sub-
jects. In a previous study, addressing the reverse relationship
of the two sensory modalities, perception of visual lip move-
ments during silent syllable production was found to evoke
primary auditory BOLD responses, indicating strong audio-
visual interactions during speech perception (Hertrich et al.,
2010).

Taken together, the highest activation levels of the visual sys-
tem were found in case of (i) absent residual vision and (ii)
good training effects. Only subject no. 147 met these two crite-
ria while the remaining subjects fell short to either one or both
characteristics. As concerns the latter participant, visual system
recruitment was selectively limited to forward—and, thus, prin-
cipally intelligible—utterances. As a rule, right Pv displayed a
profile of BOLD responses similar to right visual cortex. Again,
these findings point at a contribution of this subcortical struc-
ture to ultra-fast speech perception. Conceivably, the observed
interactions of Pv and visual cortex reflect the operation of an
audiovisual interface in that the secondary visual pathway pro-
vides the central-visual system with auditory input (see Hertrich
et al., 2013b, for more details).

VISION-INDEPENDENT AND PERFORMANCE-DEPENDENT
CHANGES OF HEMODYNAMIC ACTIVATION OF LEFT SMA AND IFG
(ROI ANALYSIS)
Pre-training BOLD responses within left IFG and SMA
were found to be significantly correlated—independently from
residual vision—with the percentage of correctly understood
speech materials, pooled across speech rates (8, 13, 18 syl/s).
Consequently, both left IFG and SMA activation are associated
with speech comprehension. More specifically, it is suggested that
left IFG is involved in the speech production-related phonolog-
ical reconstruction of perceived speech material (Burton et al.,
2000). However, not all participants with significant training
effect showed significant left IFG activation with respect to the
cluster resulting from Dietrich et al. (2013) after the train-
ing period. Therefore, some subjects seem not to reach the
threshold with respect to the relatively large cluster resulted
from (Dietrich et al., 2013). However, the whole-brain analyses

revealed post-training left-hemispheric IFG activation in subjects
with significant training effect.

Prior to training, hemodynamic activation within left SMA
during the “moderately fast condition” showed considerable vari-
ation across individuals. Recruitment of left SMA, thus, does
not seem to be a prerequisite to speech comprehension per se as
such. However, all subjects with training effects showed a positive
change in percent signal change across follow-up under the for-
ward ultra-fast speech condition. Moreover, left SMA, but not IFG
activation post-training was significantly higher during the ultra-
fast than the moderately fast speech condition in well-performing
subjects. Neither the pre- nor post-training responses of SMA and
IFG depended on residual vision, an observation supporting the
view of a supra-modal function of these frontal structures, irre-
spective of input modality. Several studies indicate SMA to engage
in the syllabic organization of verbal utterances during speech
production (Ziegler et al., 1997; Riecker et al., 2005; Brendel
et al., 2010). On a broader scale, this region appears to sup-
port timing processes across various sensorimotor and cognitive
domains (Rubia and Smith, 2004; Paz et al., 2005). Furthermore,
clinical as well as experimental data point at a contribution of
SMA to spoken language perception and verbal working mem-
ory operations as well (Schirmer et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2003;
Schirmer, 2004; Chung et al., 2005; Geiser et al., 2008). Given
that SMA might act as a platform for timing operations related
to verbal working memory functions, sensory systems might con-
vey temporal information on syllable structure via left SMA into
this short-term storage system. More specifically, the joint acti-
vation of auditory and visual areas with left SMA could reflect a
signal-driven timing mechanism facilitating the transformation
of the perceived acoustic signal into an active pre-articulatory
phonetic/phonological output structure in our speech generation
system under time-critical conditions (see Hertrich et al., 2013b,
for more details).

CONCLUSIONS
Several participants were found able to increase ultra-fast speech
(18 syl/s) comprehension up to a level of ca. 70% points, irre-
spective of residual vision, across a training session of about
6 months. However, subjects seem to deploy distinct patterns
of neuroplasticity in order to overcome the bottleneck of tem-
poral resolution associated with high speaking rates: In case
of very low residual vision, the right-hemispheric visual sys-
tem (V1, Pv) was, apparently, recruited indicating functional
reorganization at the level of the occipital lobes. By contrast,
participants with normal or high residual vision did not show
any training-induced responses of the central-visual system.
However, they displayed increased activation (redistribution) of
several parts of the classical speech processing network. Although
both patterns of neuroplasticity resulted in comparable train-
ing effects, the strategy of processing ultra-fast speech might
significantly differ: In case of a deployment of the visual sys-
tem, actual temporal resolution of the acoustic signal might
increase via the representation of a syllabic trigger cues. If, how-
ever, the visual system is not at a subject’s disposal for spoken
language processing, they may use, as an alternative, a strat-
egy based on informational redundancies of the speech signal.
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Independent of residual vision, left-hemispheric SMA and IFG
activation emerged as a common indicator of speech comprehen-
sion. In case of proficient ultra-fast speech comprehension, how-
ever, only SMA showed stronger activation during application of
ultra-fast as compared to moderately fast test materials, pointing
at a critical contribution to spoken language understanding under
time-critical conditions.
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post-training separately.
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post-training separately.
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“Mode × Speech rate × Training” resulting from the ANOVA exemplified
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